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Abstract

Light absorption and scattering properties of combustion-generated soot particles are important to measurement methods and are used as the inputs for climate models. For decades, mass-specific absorption cross section (MAC) of soot has been assumed to be independent of its size and mass. Here we investigate the size-dependent optical properties of particles produced by a single source.

Soot particles were produced by combustion of CH\textsubscript{4}, and CH\textsubscript{4} - N\textsubscript{2} mixtures, within a laminar inverted diffusion flame. Extinction and scattering coefficients of mass-classified particles were measured by a Cavity Attenuated Phase Shift Single Scattering Albedo Spectrometer. Primary particle diameter and morphology of particles were characterized by transmission electron microscopy. Graphitization level of the size-classified particles was also investigated by Raman spectroscopy.

Here, for the first time we observed that MAC and graphitization level of the soot particles increase with the particle mass. MAC number increases from approximately 4.5 to 8.5 (m\textsuperscript{2}g\textsuperscript{-1}) with the particle mass increasing from 0.05 fg to 8 fg. The soot aggregate size is correlated with primary particle size, which may reflect the inhomogeneity of the combustion environment that could affect the optical properties of soot.

\* Corresponding author. E-mail address: r.dastanpour@alumni.ubc.ca
1. Introduction

Soot particles are agglomerates of smaller primary particles formed by incomplete combustion of hydrocarbons. These aerosols are known to be responsible for adverse health effects [1] and climate forcing [2]. With a radiative forcing ranging between 0.5 W m\(^{-2}\) and 0.9 W m\(^{-2}\), soot is considered as the greatest anthropogenic aerosol contributor to global warming [3–7]. Unlike greenhouse gases, soot has a brief atmospheric lifetime of approximately 6 to 10 days [8] and reduction of its emissions could lead to rapid mitigation of the climate forcing on a short time scale. These issues have motivated governments to introduce more stringent emission control regulations aiming to reduce the production of the climate-forcing species. In spite of numerous investigations, uncertainties in the net radiative forcing of atmospheric aerosols are still relatively large. The accuracy of climate models and health studies can be enhanced by accurate measurement of emission rates and properties of soot particles.

A large group of emission and dispersion measurements are based on the estimation of the particle mass [9,10] and its hydrodynamic properties [11–17]. Great effort has also been devoted to the estimation of soot radiative properties as inputs for climate models and a method for indirect measurement of mass emission rates. Absorption and scattering properties of soot have been measured in several studies [4,18–24]. Mass-specific absorption cross section (MAC), mass-specific scattering cross section (MSC), and single scattering albedo (\(\omega_0\)) are important parameters required for accurate measurement of the emission rates and modeling of climate forcing.

For decades, the MAC of soot particles has been assumed to be independent of particle size and mass. Values in the range of 3.5 (m\(^2\) g\(^{-1}\)) to 8.3 (m\(^2\) g\(^{-1}\)), at a wavelength of 660 nm, have been reported in literature for MAC numbers [5,18,20–22,25–30] of soot particles of different ages produced by different fuels and combustion environments. In these studies, MAC is considered to be independent of particle morphology and size; and only a single number is reported for the ensemble of particles produced at each condition. However, recent simulations of Wu et al. [31] have showed that MAC is weakly correlated by the primary particle size. Published values of MAC, MSC, and \(\omega\) are summarized in Tables 1–3.

A few recent studies have shown that the primary particle diameter is correlated with the diameter of the soot aggregates in many combustion sources [11,12,32–35]. Dastanpour &
Rogak (2014) have also shown that the primary particles are distributed more uniformly within individual aggregates compared to the ensemble of particles produced in a single operating condition for different sources. This suggests that these aggregates are formed in relatively homogeneous microscopic regions; after formation and growth, aggregates from different regions are mixed to form the ensemble emissions. Particles experiencing different formation and oxidation patterns and/or residence time may have different internal structures and optical properties. Here, we have investigated the variation of the optical properties, morphology, and internal structure of the soot particles produced by a laboratory-scale inverted burner at different operating conditions.
2. Experimental

Three distinct configurations were used for the measurements reported here (Figure 1). These include (1) size measurement and particle collection for electron microscopy and Raman spectroscopy (Figure 1, panel a), (2) measurement of the optical properties and size distributions of the particles classified based on their mass-to-charge ratio (Figure 1, panel b), and (3) effective density measurement (Figure 1, panel c).

Figure 1: Experimental configuration. Acronyms used in this figure are as follows: MFC: mass flow controller, ESP: electrostatic precipitator, CPC: condensation particle counter, UDAC: unipolar diffusion particle charger, CPMA: centrifugal particle mass analyzer, FC: faraday cup, CAPS: cavity attenuated phase shift spectrometer. Note that each mobility classifier consists of a neutralizer and a differential mobility analyzer.
2.1 Particle generation and treatment

Soot particles were produced by an inverted coflow methane/air diffusion flame. This type of flame was first introduced by [36]. The inverted design prevents the flame from flickering and provides a stable source for soot with a wide range of size distributions [37–39]. The inverted burner was run at two setpoints: (1) High EC (Elemental Carbon), and (2) N₂-diluted. The combustion air and fuel flow rates for both set points were 15.2 and 1.21 lpm, respectively. The mixing Nitrogen flow rate for the N₂-diluted set point was 0.52 lpm. "Primary” particle-free dilution air at 60°C was added to the system at approximately 10–20 cm downstream of the flame tip to prevent the condensation of semi-volatile material. Primary dilution air flow rates of 200 lpm and 150 lpm were used for High EC and N₂-diluted operating conditions, respectively. At both operating conditions, soot aerosols were passed through a catalytic denuder (often called a catalytic stripper) operated at 350°C. A cyclone with the cut point of 1 μm at 25 lpm was employed upstream of the catalytic denuder in order to remove relatively larger particles. A vacuum pump along with a flow controller was used after the catalytic denuder in parallel with other measurement devices to maintain a constant flow rate of 25 lpm through the cyclone-catalytic denuder at all test conditions (panels a-c). To confirm the removal of organic material, the mass ratio of the elemental carbon to total carbon, EC/TC, was measured downstream of the catalytic denuder using quartz filters and a thermal-optical EC/TC Aerosol Analyzer from Sunset Laboratory, run on a thermal-optical transmittance protocol (D6877-13e1, 2013). Measured EC/TC ratios were greater than 97% in both operating conditions.

The sample was drawn from the main exhaust line of the burner, approximately 1.5 meter downstream of the flame tip. In order to decrease the measured scattering intensities, a secondary unheated dilution air was mixed with the sample. A sample line with a length of 5 meter was used to transfer the sample from sampling point to the measurement instruments.

For all measurements conducted here, excess aerosol flow was extracted upstream of the catalytic denuder by a mass flow controller (MFC) in order to maintain a flowrate of 1.5 lpm for size measurement and particle collection experiments, 3 lpm for effective density measurements, and 3.2 lpm for optical measurements through the instrument. For all cases, the denuded stream was then passed through a TSI diffusion dryer (model 3062) filled with silica gel to remove remaining water vapor.
2.2 Size distributions

Size distributions and concentrations of the particles produced at both operating conditions were measured by a TSI scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS), as shown in panel a of Figure 1. SMPS consists of a condensation particle counter (CPC; model 3776), and a classifier (model 3080) equipped with a neutralizer (model 3077A) and a differential mobility analyzer (DMA; model 3081).

2.3 Electron microscopy

Soot particles were collected for electron microscopy by a point-to-plane electrostatic precipitator (electric field of ~5 kV), ESPnano from DASH Connector Technology [41]. Copper grids with carbon substrate were used for electron microscopy. Images were produced using a Hitachi H7600 transmission electron microscope operated at 80 kV under high-resolution mode. Images were taken at the center and four other locations around the grid; and at optimum optical focus with nominal resolution of 0.2 nm. An open-source automatic image processing program [42] was used for the characterisation of the morphological parameters from the TEM images.

2.4 Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy was performed on size-classified soot samples at mobility-equivalent diameters of 125 nm, 250 nm, and 300 nm generated at High EC operating condition. These samples were collected on preheated quartz filters using unheated filter holders. Considering the roughness of the filter surface, the average Raman spectra was acquired over several individual particles.

Soot samples were excited by a commercial microRaman system (LabRAM HR, Horiba Jobin Yvon) at 632.8 nm radiation and a power of 0.17 mW. Incident radiation was coupled into an Olympus BX51 optical microscope and focused to a 1.6 mm diameter spot through a Leica 50x low-working-distance objective with a numerical aperture of 0.55. The objective collects the retro-reflected radiation and guides it through a notch filter to remove the Rayleigh-scattered radiation. The Raman signal was recorded over a frequency range of 646–2792 cm\(^{-1}\) with a resolution of 2 cm\(^{-1}\).

Several studies have shown that the Raman spectra of carbonaceous material is well represented by a five-band fit method [43,44]. Considering this, the measured spectra was fitted by 4
Lorentzian-shaped bands (G centered at 1580 cm\(^{-1}\), D1 centered at 1350 cm\(^{-1}\), D2 centered at 1620 cm\(^{-1}\), D4 centered at 1200 cm\(^{-1}\), and one Gaussian-shaped band (D3 centered at 1500 cm\(^{-1}\)) [44]. Detailed description of these bands and spectra analysis is provided by Saffaripour et al. 2016 [45].

### 2.5 Optical properties

The experimental setup used for the measurement of light scattering and extinction is illustrated in Figure 1, panel b. The conditioned aerosol was first charged by a unipolar diffusion aerosol charger (UDAC, Cambustion Ltd.) [46] operated at a flowrate of 3.2 lpm. Particles passing through this instrument gain high net-positive charge distribution. Charged particles were then classified by a centrifugal particle mass analyzer (CPMA, Cambustion Ltd) at sample flowrate of 3.2 lpm. This instrument consists of two concentric rotating electrodes. Based on the balance between the centrifugal and electrostatic forces acting on the charged particles, only particles of a narrow range of the \textit{mass to charge ratio} will exit the instrument [47].

The CPMA was run at different mass-to-charge ratios in the ranges of 0.05 to 0.5 and 0.03 to 0.2 fg per elementary charge for High EC and N\(_2\)-diluted operating conditions, respectively. An aerosol flow meter (AFM; Cambustion Ltd.) was used downstream of the CPMA for measurement of the sample flow rate.

After the flowmeter the flow is split and sent to a cavity attenuated phase shift spectrometer (CAPS-PMssa monitor, Aerodyne Research Inc.), SMPS, and an electrometer. The electrometer is used to measure the electric charge density of the aerosol. Since the aerosol exiting the CPMA has a narrow range of mass to charge ratio, the electrical charge density is directly proportional to the mass concentration. Thus CPMA-electrometer system produces an aerosol of known \textit{mass concentration} with relatively low uncertainty [48]. This system has been used in the past to calibrate black carbon mass instruments [49].

A potential problem with the CPMA-electrometer system is that uncharged particles can pass through the CPMA if it is rotating slowly which results in particle mass that is not measured by the electrometer [48]. Therefore, the concentration of uncharged particles was occasionally checked downstream of the CPMA using an electric precipitator and a CPC. The charged particle...
number concentration was found to be less than 5 cm$^{-3}$, resulting in an effectively negligible error.

Mass concentration, size distribution, and optical properties of the particles classified based on their mass-to-charge ratio were measured simultaneously downstream of the CPMA. Mass concentration of the particles classified based on their mass-to-charge ratio was measured using a Faraday cup aerosol electrometer operated at a flowrate of 2 lpm. Extinction and scattering coefficients of particles were measured using a CAPS operated at a wavelength of 660 nm. The extinction measurement is based on cavity-attenuated phase shift (CAPS) technique, while scattering is measured using integrating nephelometry by incorporating a Lambertian integrating sphere within the sample cell. The precision of both extinction and scattering measurements is better than 1 Mm$^{-1}$ (1s, 1σ). CAPS-PMssa scattering was calibrated with non-absorbing polystyrene latex particles (PSLs) prior to the experiments. Measured extinction, $\alpha_{\text{ext}}$, and scattering, $\alpha_{\text{scat}}$, coefficients were corrected for the actual pressure and temperature of the measuring cell using equation 1.

$$\frac{\alpha_{\text{ext/ scat}}}{P T} = \frac{\alpha_{\text{ext/ scat,0}}}{P T_0}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $P_0$ is the ambient pressure, $T_0$ is 5 K above ambient temperature, and $P$ and $T$ are the pressure and temperature of the measuring cell.

Given that extinction is the sum of the absorption and scattering, mass-specific absorption cross section (MAC, m$^2$ g$^{-1}$), mass-specific scattering cross section (MSC, m$^2$ g$^{-1}$), and single scattering albedo, $\omega_0$, can be calculated from Equations 2–4, respectively.

$$\text{MAC} = \frac{\alpha_{\text{abs}}}{M} = \frac{\alpha_{\text{ext}} - \alpha_{\text{scat}}}{M}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$\text{MSC} = \frac{\alpha_{\text{scat}}}{M}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$\omega_0 = \frac{\text{MSC}}{\text{MSC + MAC}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Where $M$ and $\alpha_{\text{abs}}$ are the mass concentration and absorption coefficient of particles, respectively.
2.6 Effective density, and mass distributions

Effective density is an important parameter commonly used to correlate mass and mobility and aerodynamic diameters of a cluster. It can be determined by the following correlation,

\[ \rho_{\text{eff}} = \frac{6 m_p}{\pi d_m^3} \]  

(5)

where \( m_p \) and \( d_m \) are the peak mass and peak mobility-equivalent diameter of the particles determined by CPMA and SMPS, respectively.

The mass of a particle is often found to scale with \( d_m \) in a power-law relationship,

\[ m_p = C d_m^{D_m} \]  

(6)

where \( C \) is a prefactor, and \( D_m \) is the mass-mobility exponent. Inserting equation (6) into equation (5), effective density can be correlated to the mass-mobility exponent by equation 7,

\[ \rho_{\text{eff}} = k d_m^{D_m-3} \]  

(7)

where \( k \) is a prefactor.

Effective density measurements were made using a DMA, CPC, and CMPA configuration as shown in panel c of Figure 1. Particles were first classified based on their electrical mobility-equivalent diameter using a DMA column. Particles passing through the neutralizer obtain a charge distribution and larger particles carrying more than one elementary charge may have an electrical mobility similar to smaller particles carrying a single charge. As a result of this, a lower concentration of larger particles will also pass through the DMA and may reduce the accuracy of effective density measurements. In this work, multiple charging probability was greatly reduced by using a second neutralizer (soft-x-ray neutralizer, TSI Inc.) downstream of the DMA column [50]. Then particles were passed through the CPMA. Resolution of the CPMA was set between 3.15 and 8. This resolution is defined as the mass to charge ratio divided by the full width of the CPMA transfer function where the transmission efficiency is half the maximum value [51].

Using a CPMA-electrometer configuration (as shown in figure 1, panel c), mass-to-charge ratios can be converted to mass concentrations, which were used for the measurement of MAC numbers. Although particles of a relatively narrow mass-to-charge range pass through the CPMA
at each setting, it is important to measure the mass distributions of these classified particles and their corresponding median values. This median mass can be used in the representation of the measured MAC numbers at each mass-to-charge ratio.

A combination of size distribution and effective density measurement were used for the measurement of the mass distribution of the particles classified based on their mass-to-charge ratio. To this end, size distributions were measured by SMPS downstream of the CMPA, using the configuration shown in panel b of Figure 1.

Once size distributions and effective densities are measured, mass distributions can be calculated from a re-arranged version of equation 5 \(m = \pi \rho_{\text{eff}} \frac{d_{m}^{3}}{6}\).

### 3. Results and discussion

The inverted burner was run at both High EC and N\(_2\)-diluted operating conditions. Three sets of data were collected for effective density and optical properties at each operating condition.

#### 3.1 Morphology and primary particle diameter

Approximately 45 images were produced for each test point. Diameters of the primary particles, \(d_{p}\), and projected area equivalent diameters of the aggregates, \(d_{a}\), were measured for more than 90 particles at each operating condition.

Typical TEM images produced for High EC and N\(_2\)-diluted operating conditions (Figure 2) show the structures typical of the soot produced in different combustion environments [32]. Qualitative observation of the TEM images shows higher coalescence and less clear boundaries between the primary particles at N\(_2\)-diluted operating condition (Figure 2, panel d).

In Figure 3, the average primary particle diameter of individual aggregates (from TEM) is plotted against the projected-area equivalent diameter of each aggregate. Although the average primary particle diameter is smaller at the N\(_2\)-diluted test point, it increases with \(d_{a}\) in both operating conditions. First-order power law correlations were fitted to the measured data. Regression results show that the slopes of the fitted correlations are similar for both operating conditions. The variation of the primary particle size with aggregate size can also be observed in the sample TEM images shown in Figure 2. The observed correlation of \(d_{p}\) with \(d_{a}\) is consistent with the results reported for different types of reciprocating engines [11,32,52] and a jet engine.
The observed correlation suggests that the primary particles and aggregates are mainly formed in small zones where combustion conditions are relatively homogeneous; after formation and growth, aggregates from different regions, with different soot formation patterns and residence times, are mixed.

Figure 2: Sample images of the soot particles collected from the inverted burner.
3.2 Size distributions

To ensure the stability of the burner, size distributions were measured before and after the measurements of the effective density and optical properties. Inversion of the data collected by the SMPS to size distributions were performed by an in-house non-negative least squares (NNLS) program. NNLS inversion algorithm uses a similar kernel function and results in similar mobility size distributions compared to TSI aerosol instrument manager (AIM) program [53,54]; however, it provides options for: (1) consideration of the variation of the primary particle diameter with agglomerate size in the calculation of the surface area and mass distributions, and (2) application of the effective density results in the calculation of the mass distributions. Size distributions of the particles produced in both operating conditions are illustrated in Figure 4. As shown, particles produced at the High EC operating condition are larger than the N₂-diluted test point. Measured geometric mean mobility equivalent diameters are approximately 240 nm and 140 nm for High EC and N₂-diluted operating conditions, respectively. As illustrated in Figure 4, mobility distributions calculated by the non-negative least squares (NNLS) program are in agreement with the outputs of AIM software.
3.3 Effective density

As discussed in the experimental section, a tandem-neutralizer configuration was used in order to reduce the multiple charging probability. Sample mass distributions of the mobility-classified particles measured with CPMA downstream of a single neutralizer are compared with those obtained with the application of tandem-neutralizer and NNLS predictions in the online supplementary information (Figure SI.1, online supplementary information). Results presented here were obtained from the tandem-neutralizer configuration.

Results of the effective density measurements performed for High EC and N\textsubscript{2}-diluted operating conditions are illustrated in Figure 5. As expected, effective density decreases with particle size in both operating conditions. This is due to the fact that the fractal particles incorporate more open space as they grow in size. Particles produced at the High EC operating condition have higher effective densities.

Conventional first-order power law correlations (Eq. 3) were fitted to the effective density data and mass-mobility exponents were calculated. The shaded region represents an uncertainty of ±20% in effective density. As illustrated in Figure 5, the power law regression overestimates the
effective densities of larger particles at the High EC operating condition. As an alternative, a second-order polynomial equation was fitted to the High EC effective density (Figure S1.2, online supplementary information). However, as discussed in section 3.5, application of either power law or polynomial regressions for the representation of the effective density has minor impacts on the results obtained for optical properties. Consequently, unless mentioned otherwise, power law correlations are used for the estimation of the effective density of both High EC and N2-diluted particles in the following sections.

Figure 5: Effective density versus diameter obtained for High EC and N2-diluted operating conditions.

3.4 Median mass of particles of specific mass-to-charge ratio

As described in section 2.6, particles passing through the CMPA operated at different mass-to-charge ratios have a range of masses. A combination of effective density and size distributions were used to calculate the mass distribution of these classified particles. Inserting the effective density and size distribution results in equation (5), mass distributions of the particles produced at High EC and N2-diluted operating conditions were calculated with the non-negative least squares (NNLS) program. As an example, size and mass distribution of particles classified at
mass-to-charge ratios of 0.32 (fg/C) and 0.08 (fg/C) are illustrated in Figure SI.3 (online supplementary information) for HighEC operating condition. Geometric standard deviation of the mass distributions of particles downstream of the CPMA are in the range of 1.5 to 1.9.

Medians of the calculated mass distributions were calculated at each mass-to-charge ratio and were used as the representative of the masses of the classified particles. Variation of the calculated median mass with the mass-to-charge ratio setting of the CPMA is illustrated in Figure 6.

As expected, median mass increases with mass-to-charge ratio; however, particles produced at the N₂-diluted operating condition have higher mass at each mass-to-charge ratio set point of the CPMA. Median number of the elementary charges at each mass-to-charge ratio setpoint of the CPMA is illustrated in Figure SI.4 (online supplementary information). As shown in Figure SI.4, N2-diluted particles gain higher number of elementary charges at each setpoint.

In a similar approach, size distributions of the unclassified particles (total emissions) were converted to mass distributions for both operating conditions. Median mass values of 3.6 fg and 0.5 fg were measured for the particulate emissions at High EC and N₂-diluted operating conditions, respectively.
3.5 Mass-specific absorption cross section

Mass-specific absorption cross sections were measured for different mass-to-charge ratios at High EC and N\textsubscript{2}-diluted operating conditions. The results in Figure 6 were then used to find the median mass for each experiment (estimated mass distributions have a geometric standard deviation in the range of 1.5 to 1.9); MAC is plotted against the median mass in Figure 7. Standard deviations of the measured MAC values were calculated using the standard deviations of mass and absorption measurements. Large standard deviations at very small and very large masses are due to low concentrations of mass-classified particles which increases the uncertainties of absorption and mass measurements.

![Figure 7: MAC versus particle median mass. Error bars are the standard deviations of the MAC measurements. Dotted lines represent the influence of ±20% uncertainty in \( \rho_{\text{eff}} \), when modelled by a power law correlation, on the MAC vs. particle mass results. Dashed line represents the best fit of MAC vs. particle mass data when \( \rho_{\text{eff}} \) is modelled by a second order polynomial correlation.](image)

Mass-specific absorption cross sections reported in literature for different fuels and combustion sources [5, 18, 20–22, 25–31] are provided in Table 1. MAC values reported in literature are recalculated for the 660 nm wavelength, \( \lambda \), used in this study considering a \( \lambda^{-1} \) dependence for
absorption. As shown, results obtained in this study are well within the range of the published data.

Our results show that the MAC values increase substantially with particle mass for both burner conditions. Considering this along with the correlation observed between the primary particle and aggregate diameters it may be speculated that the small and large particles have different nanostructure and may have different levels of graphitisation. This is consistent with the hypothesis that the aggregates are mainly formed in microscopic scales; after which particles with different formation, growth, and oxidation histories are mixed to form the ensemble emissions. Interestingly, results obtained for both operating conditions follow a similar trend and can be represented by a single first order power law correlation ($R^2=0.89$).

Table 1: Review of the MAC numbers reported in literature for different sources and different measurement techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle source</th>
<th>MAC ($m^2/g$)</th>
<th>λ (nm)</th>
<th>MAC ($m^2/g$) at $\lambda=660$ nm</th>
<th>Particle source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bond &amp; Bergstrom (2006)</td>
<td>7.5±1.2</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>6.25±1.0</td>
<td>Review article: Averaged over 17 published measurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schnaiter et al (2003)</td>
<td>5.2±0.3</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>5.52±0.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moosmüller et al. (2001)</td>
<td>8.47</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>6.83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scherrer (1981)</td>
<td>9.05</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>7.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radney et al. (2014)</td>
<td>5.69±0.83</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>3.49±0.51</td>
<td>Santoro-style ethylene diffusion flame, contained high OC content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross et al. (2010)</td>
<td>7.45 to 8.68</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>6.0-7.0</td>
<td>McKenna burner operated on ethylene premixed with $O_2$ and $N_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. (2008)</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>7.01</td>
<td>Santoro-type propane diffusion burner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schnaiter et al (2006)</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>CAST propane co-flow diffusion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Recent simulations of Wu et al. [31] have showed that the MAC number decreases slightly with the primary particle diameter (4% decrease in MAC with 66% increase in $d_p$), assuming constant density and refractive index for particles of different sizes. Considering the trends illustrated in Figures 3 and 7, our results show substantial increase in MAC with $d_p$. This may be attributed to different internal structures and/or graphitization levels for particles of different sizes, and cannot be explained by the effects considered by Wu et al [31].

The sensitivity of the results to effective density measurements was investigated with the consideration of ±20% uncertainty in the first order power law correlations obtained for effective densities (dotted lines in Figure 7). Results obtained with the application of the second order polynomial correlation for effective density of High EC particles (dashed line) are also compared with those obtained with the utilization of the power law regression (continuous line) in Figure 7. $R^2$ of the regressions presented in Figure 7 are all greater than 0.82. As shown in this figure, the observed increase of MAC with particle mass is not influenced substantially with the regression uncertainties for effective density.

Using the calculated first-order power law correlation between MAC and particle mass ($m_p$),

$$\text{MAC} = 6.6 \cdot m_p^{0.125}$$

(where $m_p$ is in fg), mass distributions, obtained from combined size distribution and effective density information, were converted into MAC distributions; and arithmetic mean values of 7.5 (m$^2$ g$^{-1}$) and 6.5 (m$^2$ g$^{-1}$) (at $\lambda=660$ nm) were calculated for High EC and N$_2$-diluted operating conditions, respectively.
3.6 Mass-specific scattering and extinction cross sections

Mass-specific scattering and extinction cross sections measured at High EC and N₂-diluted operating conditions are plotted against the median mass values in Figure 8.

Continuous lines illustrated in this figure are calculated from the simulation results reported by Liu and Mishchenko (2005). In their study, variation of the MSC with the number of the primary particles, \( N_p \), was calculated using the superposition T-matrix method. Fractal dimension, \( D_f \), and prefactor, \( k_f \), of the agglomerates used in their simulations were 1.82 and 1.19, respectively. Their simulations were performed at a wavelength of 625 nm, \( d_p=20 \) nm (approximately consistent with the average monomer diameter in our study), and two refractive indexes of \( m=1.75+0.435i \) and \( m=2+i \). Here, \( N_p \) is converted to mass using the material density and primary particle diameter considered in their simulations, and results are corrected for a wavelength of 660 nm considering \( \lambda^{-4} \) dependence for scattering (Rayleigh–Debye–Gans theory [55]). It worth mentioning that the confirmation of our results with Liu and Mishchenko (2005) simulations does not necessarily mean that the particles produced at High EC and N₂-diluted operating conditions have refractive indexes of \( m=2+i \) and \( m=1.75+0.435i \), respectively.
A summary of the MSC values reported in literature for different fuels and combustion sources [18,22,30,56] is provided in Table 2. As shown here, results obtained in this study are well within the range of the published data.

Results illustrated in Figure 8 show that the particles produced at High EC operating condition have higher MSC. Both modeling and experiment show an increase in MSC with particle mass. This is mainly due to the increase in the number of the monomers as the scattering cross section varies with $N_p^2$ while the particle mass varies with $N_p$. Standard deviations of the measured MSC is considerably larger at very small mass. This is due to the low concentration and weak scattering signal at these measurement points. This suggests that the increase observed in MSC for smaller particle mass may be an artifact of the measurement uncertainties.

Considering the MEC results illustrated in Figure 8 (right panel), in an extreme case MSC should increase from approximately zero to 5 in order to obtain a constant MAC over the whole range of the mass distribution; which is impossible.
Table 2: Review of the MSC values reported in literature for different sources and different measurement techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle source</th>
<th>MSC (m²/g)</th>
<th>λ (nm)</th>
<th>MSC (m²/g) at λ=660 nm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perera et al. (2011)</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>2.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schnaiter et al. (2003)</td>
<td>0.8±0.2</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>1.01±0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suo-Anttila et al. (2005)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radney et al. (2014)</td>
<td>6.51</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.7 Single scattering albedo

Results obtained for the single scattering albedo at High EC and N₂-diluted operating conditions are plotted in Figure 9. Similar to MSC, measurement uncertainties increase substantially at small mass. Summary of the values reported for single scattering albedo in the literature for different fuels and combustion sources [18,20,22,28,29,57–59] is also provided in Table 3. As shown in this table, values measured here at λ=660 nm are within the range of 0.15 to 0.3 reported in literature for the wavelengths in the range of 532 nm to 700 nm. As expected, the albedo increases with particle size, but at a rate that is decreased by the increasing MAC values.
Table 3: Review of the single scattering albedos reported in literature for different sources and measurement techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( \omega )</th>
<th>( \lambda ) (nm)</th>
<th>Particle source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scherrer (1981)</td>
<td>0.17±0.05</td>
<td>550</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colbeck et al. (1997)</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>632</td>
<td>Diesel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schnaiter et al. (2003)</td>
<td>0.17±0.01</td>
<td>700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mulholland (1998)</td>
<td>0.19 &amp; 0.25</td>
<td>633</td>
<td>Laminar &amp; turbulent acetylene and ethylene flames</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schnaiter et al. (2006)</td>
<td>0.22±0.01</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>CAST co-flow propane diffusion flame, contained ~30% OC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. (2008)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>Santoro-type propane diffusion burner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radney et al. 2014</td>
<td>0.5±0.03</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>Santoro-style ethylene diffusion flame, contained high OC content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim et al. 2015</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>miniCAST propane diffusion flame, contained EC/TC=0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colbeck et al. (1989)</td>
<td>0.28±0.25</td>
<td>632</td>
<td>LPG combustion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu et al. (2005)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>628</td>
<td>Simulation (mass=1.51 fg, ( d_p=20 \text{ nm} ), ( D_f=1.8 ), ( k_f=1.19 ), ( m=1.75+0.435i ))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.8 Raman spectroscopy

Average Raman spectra was normalized by the peak of the D bands. Normalized average Raman spectra of the size-classified soot particles collected from the High EC operating condition of the inverted burner and corresponding four Lorentzian- and one Gaussian-shaped fitted bands are illustrated in Figures SI.5 to SI.7 (online supplementary information). The average intensities of the fitted bands \( I \) were characterized by the area under each individual band. These average intensities and the ratios of the average intensities of the individual D bands to the average intensity of the G band are reported in Table 4. These ratios are commonly used to separate the contribution of each band to the total spectrum.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( d_m ) (nm)</th>
<th>( m_p ) (fg)</th>
<th>( I(D1) )</th>
<th>( I(D2) )</th>
<th>( I(D3) )</th>
<th>( I(D4) )</th>
<th>( I(G) )</th>
<th>( I(D1)/I(G) )</th>
<th>( I(D2)/I(G) )</th>
<th>( I(D3)/I(G) )</th>
<th>( I(D4)/I(G) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>260.97</td>
<td>35.09</td>
<td>50.80</td>
<td>31.12</td>
<td>24.49</td>
<td>10.66</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>246.49</td>
<td>31.09</td>
<td>45.77</td>
<td>41.56</td>
<td>33.87</td>
<td>7.28</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>5.06</td>
<td>274.33</td>
<td>38.14</td>
<td>31.30</td>
<td>28.22</td>
<td>43.70</td>
<td>6.28</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 4, the ratio of average intensities of all D bands to the G band decrease substantially with the particle size. G band represents crystalline graphitic structures consisted of sp2-bonded carbon atoms in unreactive basal planes, while D1 band represents defects occurring at the edge planes of the graphitic crystallites. The structural disorder associated with the PAH layers at the boundaries of the crystallites are represented by the D2 band [60]. \( I(D1)/I(G) \) is correlated with the edge-to-volume ratio of the graphite crystallites, while \( I(D2)/I(G) \) is correlated to the surface area-to-volume ratio of the graphitic crystallites.
D4 band originates from carbon atoms with sp\(^3\) and mixed sp\(^2\)-sp\(^3\) hybridization states (possibly caused by curved PAH layers in graphitic crystallites). Considering this, smaller values of \(I(D4)/I(G)\) for larger particles indicate higher levels of graphitization and higher concentration of sp\(^2\)-hybridized carbon atoms. The origin of the D4 band is also sometimes considered to be from the single carbon-carbon bonds in polyacetylene-like structures [61]. In that case, smaller values of \(I(D4)/I(G)\) indicate a lower concentration of polyacetylene compounds in larger particles.

Finally, the sources of the D3 band are amorphous carbon (complex mixtures of sp\(^2\)- and sp\(^3\)-bonded carbon atoms with no order) and ionic impurities. Therefore, smaller values of \(I(D3)/I(G)\) indicate that the larger particles are less amorphous. Considering the Raman spectroscopy results, it can be concluded that the larger aggregates are more graphitic and have a higher level of structural order compared to the smaller particles. This is consistent with the observation of higher MAC numbers for larger soot particles.

**4. Conclusions**

Based on measurements of optical properties of mass-classified soot particles produced by an inverted burner, there is a correlation between mass-specific absorption cross section and particle mass. It was shown that the MAC increases substantially with particle mass. This is consistent with the measurements of increased graphitization and structural orders for larger soot particles by Raman spectroscopy. Moreover, analysis of the samples collected for ex-situ transmission electron microscopy also show an increase in primary particle diameter with the projected-area equivalent diameter of the soot particles. Measured single scattering albedo was also increased with particle mass.

Variations in primary particle diameter, MAC, and Raman intensities are consistent with the previously proposed hypothesis based on which aggregates are formed in relatively homogeneous microscopic regions; after which particles with different formation, growth, and oxidation histories are mixed and formed the total emission. These results suggest that the particles formed in a single operating condition may have experienced different graphitization processes and have differences in their nanostructure and/or fringe morphology. The fact that we see evidence of these variations in post-flame samples may result from diluting the samples near the flame, reducing coagulation that would result (given enough time) uniform optical properties across all aggregate size. The conditions investigated in our work are not universal, but they are
not atypical. It has been previously shown that the size of the primary particles is correlated to
the size of the soot aggregates in several combustion sources [32]. Similar to what was studied
here, this size correlation may be an indication of different optical properties for those sources.
Further investigation of similar properties is suggested for other heterogeneous and also
homogeneous combustion environments.

According to the results discussed here, it is not appropriate to assume that all aggregates formed
in a combustion environment have the same optical properties. Consideration of the observed
variations in optical properties of soot is essential in accurate estimation of the emission rates,
specially using optical methods. Accuracy of the climate models would also be enhanced with
the consideration of these variation.
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